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BOUNDEDNESS OF SOME INTEGRAL OPERATORS 

MARIA J. CARRO AND JAVIER SORIA 

ABSTRACT. We apply the expression for the norm of a function in the weighted 
Lorentz space, with respect to the distribution function, to obtain as a simple conse
quence some weighted inequalities for integral operators. 

1. Introduction. Given a measure space 94. and a function k: fW x R+ —> W~, we 
define the operator 

roo 

Tkf(x) = jo k(xj)f(t)dt. 

The boundedness of this operator 
(1) Tk:If°(w0)^If*(dii), 

for nonincreasing functions, where wo is a nonnegative locally integrable function (that 
is a weight) in IR+ and dp is a measure on fAf, has been widely studied for particular 
choices of the kernel k (see [1], [2], [6], [7],...). 

In particular, if k(x, t) — x~xa(tx~x), the weak boundedness of 

with w\ a weight in IR+, has been completely solved by K. Andersen in [1]. If a satisfies 
some extra condition, he also gets the strong boundedness of the operator Tk: Lp(w) —» 
Lp(w). A related work can be found in [5] where the authors consider the boundedness of 
a particular case of the operator Tk, with k(x, t) = X[(U](0 <£(*/•*) ̂ Ut W^tn n o monotone 
restriction on the functions/. 

In [7], E. Sawyer solved question (1), for 1 < po,p\, via the study of 7^ whenever 
this operator can be easily identified and its boundedness easily studied. His argument is 
based upon a duality type result for nonincreasing functions (see Theorem 3.1). Results 
about particular cases of operators Tk have many other proofs (see [2], [6],...). 

Our point of view consists mainly in studying this type of question as a consequence 
of the boundedness of an operator T associated to Tk in the weighted Lorentz spaces. To 
be precise, let A§(w>) be the space of all measurable functions/ on a measure space fA£ 

such that |[/ï|A£(W) = ( i o ° (CWJ^W dx\ < +oo, where a is a cr-finitemeasure on fA£ 
and w is a locally integrable function (that is, a weight) and/^ denotes the rearrangement 
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1156 M. J. CARRO AND J. SORIA 

function with respect to the measure da. Then, we try to characterize the measures 07 and 
the weights Wj such that T: A£°(w0) —• A£; (w\), or T: A§°(w0) —> AP\'°°(w\) are bounded, 
where the weak space A£'°°(w) is defined as in [4], namely 

,, .. / rK(y) \1/P 

l l /ILrv) = supy( L w(t)dt) < +00. 

Given a a-finite measure a on fA£ we shall denote by a(A) = JA da(x) and AJ(v) = 
0"({* : [/"(•*) | > y})- When da(x) = u(x)dx, we shall write w(A), A2 and/M* respectively. 
Finally, if we are working with the Lebesgue measure, u is omitted and we simply write 
\A\, Xf or/*. We shall write Lp

dQC(w) to denote the set of all nonincreasing functions in 
Lp(w). The expression/ ^ g will indicate the existence of two positive constants a and 
b such that af < g < bf, and constants such as C may change from one occurrence to 
the next. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the boundedness of the operator 
Tk:L^c(wo) —> LPl(w\) is completely solved in the range 0 < po < 1, po < p\ 
as a consequence of a more general result (see Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.5). In 
Section 3, we study the weak boundedness of Tk: A^(wo) —-> Ap

i\
,oc(w\) whenever Tk 

satisfies a weak monotone property condition. Also, if Trf is a nonincreasing function 
for/ nonincreasing, then we get a characterization of the boundedness of the operator 
Tk: L^c(wo) —> LPu°°(wi) which gives another proof of the result of K. Andersen we 
mentioned above. In Section 4, we finish with a very simple proof of the boundedness 
of the generalized Hardy operator and its generalized conjugate operator, for the case 
Lp(w). This proof is closely related to the (also very simple) proof of Neugebauer for the 
Hardy operator (see [6]). 

2. Case 0 < po < 1. In [4], the following formula using the distribution function 
was proved. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let (!A£,a) be a measure space and w a weight in R+. Then, for 
0 < p < 00, we get 

f(f;(t))Pw(t) dt = p /o°° y 1 ([f{y) w(t) dt) dy. 

To prove it, it suffices to check it for simple functions. 
It is trivial to show that for particular choices of & we can obtain both the Hardy opera

tor Sf(x) = x~l J Q / ( 0 dt and its conjugate Sf(x) = S™f(t)t~l dt. Then, a first application 
of Theorem 2.1 is given by the following result. 

COROLLARY 2.2. (i) If f is a nonincreasing function, J^° k(x, 0/(0 dt — 
S?tif(y)k(.x,t)dtdy. 

(ii) S(C)W = Jo°° min(l, A/OO/JC) dx. 

(Hi) 5(f;)(x) = J0°°log+(A;(y)/x) dy. 

By standard arguments using a dyadic decomposition, one can easily obtain the fol
lowing discretization formula, (see [4]). 
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BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 1157 

COROLLARY 2.3. For every measurable function f in A£(u>), and 0 < p < oo, 

The main result of this section is the following: 

THEOREM 2.4. Let (fA£, t/a) arcd (fW, d/i) be two cr-finite measure spaces. Given a 
measurable function f in fA£, we can define Tf(x) = Tk(f*)(x) for every x G 94. Let 
<Jo be another a-finite measure in 9^ and wo a weight in R+. Then, ifO<po<l and 
Po < P\> the operator T: A£°(w>o) —> LP](dn) is bounded if and only if there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that 

fr ( ra(A) \pi \]^Pl ffOQ{A) \\/p0 

(2) \JM\L k^t)dt) d^x)) -C\L noWdx) , 

for all measurable sets A in 9\£. 

PROOF. To prove the necessity condition, it is enough to apply the hypothesis to the 
characteristic function/ = \ A -

Conversely, condition (2) implies that 

ML k(x>t)dt) rfH ^ c ( / 0
 w«(x)dx) • 

Then, if p\ < 1, we get using Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3, that 

(i(^r^«)1/p'={L{rrf(y)kMdtdyï'd^ 

J0 r (/o **«*) dy) • <C 

Finally, since po/p\ < 1, using again Corollary 2.3, we get 

(j^rmf <w)"" < c(/o>- £>*#,**)'"• 
Now, forpi > 1, 

Tf(x) = Tk(f:)(x) = J™ j ^ { y ) k(x, t) dtdy. 

Hence, by Minkowski integral inequality and the hypothesis, 

roo\\ r\a
f(y) II 

m^^L \Lf k{MLid/y 
<CJQ ( / / W0(X)dX) dy. 

IA:»(W„)-
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1158 M. J. CARRO AND J. SORIA 

Finally, since po < 1, we get, by Corollary 2.3, 

A?0(w())-

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let wo and w\ be two weights in R+, 0 < p0 < 1 and po < p\. 

Then, the operator Tk: L
p£c(wo) —* LPl(w\) is bounded, if and only if, for every r > 0, 

roo f rr \P\ \ 'Pl / rr \l/Po 
/ ( / k(xj)dt) w\(x)dx\ < C( / wo(x)dx 

PROOF. TO prove the necessity condition, it is enough to apply the hypothesis to the 

characteristic function/ = X(o,r). Conversely, by Theorem 2.4, with both a and GO equals 

the Lebesgue measure, and dp{x) = w\ (x) dx, we obtain that Tf = Tff for every nonin-

creasing function and T: APo(wo) —> LPl(w\). It now remains to observe that Lp
d°ec(wo) is 

a subspace of A^0 (WQ). m 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let uo, u\ be two weights in Rn and wo, w\ two weights in R+. 

Then, if 0 < po < 1 andpo < p\, 

(a) 

[fil Jof«>{S) dsTw^ dx) ' ^ C(/0°°/; W^oM drj 
j / am/ only if 

( f"M) n roo w\(x) V ^ ' / r«o(A) \ i / />o 

/ o r every measurable set A (ZWl. 

(b) The Hardy operator S is bounded from L1^ (WQ) in*° LPl (w\) if and only if 

y^W](X)dx+s>f^dx}P{ <c{[W()(x)dx){lp\ 
for every r > 0. 

PROOF. It suffices to consider fW = R+, !A£ = W\ dp,(x) = u>i(;c)dx, d<r(jc) = 

M] (x) dx, d(7o(x) = UQ(X) dx and k(x, t) = x~l X[(U](0 m Theorem 2.4. • 

REMARK 2.7. If Mf is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of/ and using the fact 

that (MfY(x) & S(f*)(x), the above proposition gives a characterization of the weights 

wo, wo and wj for which M is bounded from A^J(wo) into AP](w\), for 0 < po < 1 and 

Po < P\ • If P > 1» the characterization of the boundedness of M in Ap(w) was first given 

by Arino and Muckenhoupt in [2]. In the case 1 < po,p\ and UQ = 1, the boundedness 

of M from API)(WQ) into APl (w\) was proved by E. Sawyer in [7]. 
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BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 1159 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let uo, u\ be two weights in Rn and wo, w\ two weights in IR+. 
Then, if 0 < po < 1 andpo < p\, 

(a) 

[i \i f^s)~jj w^dx) ^C[L fu0(
xy°^(x)dxj , 

if and only if 

for every measurable set A CW1. 
(b) The conjugate Hardy operator S is bounded from L^I(WQ) into LP] (w\) if and only 

if 
\ UPI 

for every r > 0. 

PROOF. It suffices to consider M = R+, 9£ = W1, dfi(x) = w{(x)dx, da(x) = 
u i (x) dx and k(x, t) — r{ X[*,oo] (0 in Theorem 2.4. • 

Another easy application of Theorem 2.4 is the boundedness of the Calderon op
erator. Recall that for 1 < r0 < n < oo, 1 < q0, q\ < oo, qo ^ q\ and m = 
(I/qo — 1 /qi)/(\ /ro — \ /r\) the Calderôn operator is defined by 

Sf(t) = ,-'/• ( s*/*m £+r «/«• r s'/^w .̂ 
Jo s Jf* s 

This operator plays an important role in the theory of rearrangement invariant spaces 
(see [31). Let us write Sl for the first integral term and S2 for the second one, so that 
S = Sl +S2. 

PROPOSITION 2.9. Let (lA/o, oo) ^^^ OAfi» &\ ) ^ fttw a-finite measure spaces. Then, 
if 0 < po < 1 andpo < p\, we get that 

(a) 

II^V;,)!!^^) < c|[/||A,o(Wo), 

if and only if 

( p(A>' '"'x(m/ro-]/'"')>"wl(x)dx + c7l(Ay>/ro r x-f'/^w^dx) ' 
\J0 Ja\{A)xlm J 

acro(A) \ 1 IPQ 

wo(x) dx ) 
for every measurable set A C iAfi • 
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1160 M. J. CARRO AND J. SORIA 

(b) 

11^)11™ < c i l / l l ^ , , 

if and only if 

/ ro\(Aylm , , \ I/Pi / ro-0(A) \UPo 

(JT x^iq^GX{A)-jrrir^l{x)dxy <c(j w0(x)dxy , 
/<9r every measurable set A C fAfi. 

PROOF, (a) It suffices to consider <M = R+, $£ = N\, d^(x) = w>i(;c)dx, dcr(x) = 
da{(x) and jfc(x, 0 = x~xIqHxIr»~xxmm]{t) in Theorem 2.4. 

(b) It suffices to consider fc(jc, t) = x~llqxtxlrx~xxum,oo)(t) and fW, !A£, d/i, da, dcr0 as 
in (a), in Theorem 2.4. • 

3. Some results in the case /?o > 0. The following result is due to E. Sawyer 
(see [7]) and it will be used very often in what follows. 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 1 < p < +oo and that v(x) and g(x) are nonnegative 
measurable functions on (R+, with v locally integrable. Then 
(3) 

$°f(x)g(x)dx ^ ( r f r / / r \-P' \l/p! S^g(t)dt 
s u p 7 ^ z d i i ^ " / o ( W v{x\Lv{t)dt) dx) + 

(jZ°f(x)Pv(x)dx) /P V° KJ0 S U 0 J J (jZ°v(t)dt 

where the supremum is taken over all nonnegative and nonincreasing functions f. 
Moreover, the right side of (3) can be replaced with the integral 

i i \ In' 
( rOO ( rx \p - 1 / rx \ 1 -p \ 

[/o (/o * H (/o V (H 8^dx) • 

Using the ideas developed in [1], we can give an easy proof for the < inequality. 

PROOF. For the > inequality we have to consider the function 

(see [7]). Conversely, set 

Then, 

roo roo j 

JQ f(x)g(x) dx = yo f(x)g(x)h(x)h{x)~ dx 

0 r°° „ „ \ 1
 IP ( r°° „' \{/P' 

1 f{x)h-P(x)g{x)dx) (Jo hp(x)g(x)dx' 

>1/V 
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BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 1161 

Applying Fubini to the second factor in the previous inequality we obtain the right hand 
side of (3). For the first factor, we observe that 

and thus, by Theorem 2.1, 

jo fp(x)h-P(x)g(x)dx = pJo f~] Jo h-*>(x)g(x)dxdy. 

Integrating by parts the inner integral and erasing the negative terms one has that the 
previous expression can be bounded, up to multiplicative constants, by 

Ç ^ { 1 ^ 8(x)dx)h-p{\f(yj)dy 

< j f V " ' (j0
¥y) vWdx) dy * J^f(xMx)dx. 

Using this result, E. Sawyer proves that if J§° w(x) dx = +00, then the dual space of 
AFu(w) can be identified with the space TZ (w), defined by the norm 

where w(x) = (x_1 $w(t)dt} w(x). 
For p < 1, we also have (see [4]) the following result. 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose p < 1 and that v(x) and g(x) are nonnegative measurable 
functions on 1R+ with v locally integrable. Then 

Jg°f(x)g(x)dx „ ( rr , rr , w \ - ' / p 

sup -r œ sup / e(x)dx( / v(x)dx) 
{^f{xyV{x)dx)XlP r>ï{J0 Vi0 ; 

where the supremum is taken over all nonnegative and nonincreasing functions f. 

The first inmediate consequence is the following. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let Tjf(x) = JJ° k{x, t)f(t) dt and let us assume that TjJ is a nonin
creasing function whenever f is a nonincreasing function. Then, the operator 
Tk\ L^°QC(wo) —> A/7,'0O(wi) is bounded if and only if 

(a) ifpo > 1, 

rOO / roo \-l/Po\ / fZ \UP\ 

+ / k(z,t)dtl wo(s)ds) ( / w\(s)ds) <+oo, 
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(b) ifpo < 1, 

sup sup( / k(z,x)dx)( wo(x)dx) ( / w\(s)ds) <+00. 

PROOF. Observe that to show that supy>0;y(j^v0')w\{x)dx) < \\f\\ifo(w0)
 li i s 

enough to consider values of y equals T/f(z) for all z, and thus, we have to see that 

^ ^ " l j M , ^ o ( W o ) , sup^^(z)(^Wlwrfx) lp, <c\\f\\ 
z>0 v - / 0 J 

for all nonincreasing/. This is equivalent to showing that 

sup sup M,M Z )(Fwi(x)dx) ' <C<+oo, 
2>0\WP

d>o)l^ll^0^)^VJO J J 
and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, lead us to the conclusion. • 

In particular, if k(x, t) — x~xa(tx~x) this was proved by K. Andersen (see [1]). The fol
lowing two results give us the weak boundedness of an integral operator when it satisfies 
a monotone type condition. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let Tif(x) = JQ° k(x, 0/(0 dt and let us assume that, for every x, there 
exists a measurable set lx of positive measure such that Tjf{x) < T]f(t), for every t G Ix 

and every f, andifTjf(x) < T^ if) for some f, then t G Ix. Then, Tk\ A£°(vt>o) —> AFu\
,00(w\) 

is bounded if and only if 
(a) ifpo > 1, 

sup\\\\uQ
[k(z,-)\\»> + H k(zj)dt(H wQ{s)ds) 

z>o\y r̂ (w0) Jo \Jo / 

r«i(/=) \{/P auiVz) \ l/P^ 

w\(i)dt\ < +00, 

(b) ifpo < 1, 

PROOF. Let/ E A^(w0) and assume that/ > 0. Then, for every t G /*, 

rOO 

Jo k{x,s)f(s)ds<Tkf(t) 

and, hence, if we write £ < JQ° &(*> s)f(s) ds, we get 
wi(4) < [ m(s)ds = XVfiO-
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BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 1163 

Then, 

c(yo wiw&j < e ( j j v mis)*) 

Therefore, taking the supremum over all £ < (j^° k(x, s)f(s) ds\ we get 

sup sup-^-r—r, / wi(s)ds) <oo , 

x>o\ f l l / lk 0 v 0 ) JKJ0 J 

and we get the conclusion by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Conversely, we shall only prove (a) (the proof of (b) is entirely analogous). Let/ > 0 

in A ĵjOo) and set Xj such that if supJC>0 JQ° k(x, s)f(s) ds > 2k, then Ttf(xj) = 2/. Then, 
since, 

\\Tkf\\%r(Wx) < Csup2*" £tfm
Wl(s)ds, 

and 
\T.f(2?) — I u\(x)dx < u\(Ix), 

we get, 

.(/„ k(Xj,t)f(t)dt 
jel 

I I ^ I ^ U ^ , < Csup( f kixjjmdt)"' (£(,Xj)
 Wl(s)ds) 

<Csup|l/|rA« (\\k(Xj,.W\\ ; 

/•oo / /-oo \-l/p0\ / rui(lx) \ 

+ Jo k(Xj,t)dt(Jo w0(s)dsj J(yo *,(*)&) 

The following result will give us the strong boundedness of the operator Tk for a par
ticular choice of k. As a consequence, we partially obtain a result of E. Sawyer (see [7]). 

THEOREM 3.5. Let 1 < po < P\ and let k(x, t) = X[(U](0<K0> w/iere <j> is a nonin-
creasing locally integrable function in (R+. Then, ifwo is a nondecreasing weight in (R+, 
the operator Tk: Lp

d°ec(wo) —> LPl (w\) is bounded if and only if 

snMr(r(x'z)^4'° wo(x) vWo 

z/A{Jo \Jo ^' ) (f*Wnmdtyo . 
(JSwo(OA)"0 

rz / roo \ - l / / ? o \ / /-oo \ l / ^ i 
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1164 M. J. CARRO AND J. SORIA 

PROOF. TO prove the necessary condition, we observe that k(x, t) satisfies the hy
pothesis of the previous theorem and since LPx'°°(w\) = A^1

1'°°(l) we get the result as in 
Theorem 3.4. Conversely, we proceed as in Theorem 3.4, but in this case we observe that 
2J ~ £j-i f(s)<Ks) ds and hence if we call./; = fx(0sj-xM)> w e Set 

jej \JXj-i J \JXj J 

< C£(£"''' f(s + xj-1Ms)ds)"' (l°° wi(s) ds) 

O rx; \ P11Po 

I f(s)w0(s)ds) <C\\f\\% 
xi-\ ' 

\Lpo(w0y • 

The same proof works for k(x,t) = X[*,oo)<K0> k(x,t) = X[(U"<]<M0> k(x,t) — 
X[x»>,oo)<Kt) or in general for k(x,t) = XM*),OO)(0<K0 and k(x,t) = X[<M*)](0<K0 for 
every monotone function ip. Therefore, this can be applied to the Calderôn operator. The 
corresponding results forpo < 1 follow from Proposition 2.5. 

4. Generalized Hardy operator. The following results are well known and they 
have been proved by several authors in many different ways (see [2], [6], [1]). We give, 
however, a quite simple proof using Theorem 2.1. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let p > 1 and 0(x) = JQ (j>(t) dt. Then, the generalized Hardy oper
ator 

q>(x) Jo 

satisfies that 

IIVllmw) < C\\f\\mw) 

for allf nonincreasing if and only if 

roo w(x) Cr 

<&(rf / — — dx<C w(x) dx. 

PROOF. TO prove the necessary condition one just has to apply the hypothesis to 

/ = X(0,r). 
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BOUNDEDNESS OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS 1165 

Conversely, let us observe that 

([fVM) dtf =p[ ( j[7 W W dsj~ W(0 dt 

Let us write g(f) = ( g^ Jg/(j)<^(j) <fc)P '/(/). Hence, 

Now, since g is a nonincreasing function we get by Theorem 2.1, 

Therefore, 

roo roo / , x\p w(x) 

io 7o V s v y j X ( y ) q>(x)p * 

< 

(y) <&(X)P 

n\g(y) roo 

w(x) dxdy — C g(x)w(x) dx 

< C\\f\\uw\W\\D>w = C\\f\\mW)\W\\"^wy 

where the last inequality is obtained by using Holder's inequality. • 

THEOREM 4.2. Let p > 1 and O(x) = $ <j>(t) dt. Then, the generalized conjugate 
Hardy operator 

satisfies that WS^Wifiw) < C\\f\\if(w) for all f nonincreasing, if and only if 

rrf 0(r)V rr 
/ log w(x) dx < C w(x) dx. 

Jo { Bd>(x)J w - 7o w 

PROOF. One has to follow the same steps as in the previous proof but in this case we 
use the identity 

roo dt \ P roo f roo ds \ P 

I f{t)mm) =pL U f(s)*(s)W)) m m < 
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1166 M. J. CARRO AND J. SORIA 

and write g(t) = (j™f(s)cï(s)-^)P lf(t). 

REMARK 4.3. We observe that in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we can also prove, as a 
consequence of Proposition 2.5, the boundedness of these generalized Hardy operators 
in the case of p < 1. 
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